
 
Terms of Reference - Assistance Claims 

 

Abbreviations: 

In this document the organization making the claim is referred to “the claimant entity”, whilst 

the entity/person making the payment is referred to as “the paying entity”. 

 

What document is needed to claim assistance? 

It is expected that for each item of expenditure being claimed either an original fiscal receipt 

or a tax invoice plus receipt is produced in order to confirm the following: 

1) That the item has been paid, and 

2) That VAT has been paid (where applicable), and 

3) That no other claim for reimbursement for the same expense was done before from 

another source. 

It is to be emphasized at this stage that a tax invoice on its own cannot be accepted for 

assistance claim purposes. This is because whilst for VAT purposes one document is accepted 

as a replacement of the other, in our case the tax invoice does not proof that the payment 

has been settled. Moreover, it is to be noted that Assistance claims are only settled by 

SportMalta on a reimbursement basis (i.e. after an expense has already been paid by the 

claimant entity). 

N.B. It is very important that both tax invoices and receipts are issued on the name of the 

sport organisation making the claim.  

What is considered an acceptable fiscal receipt? 

1) A receipt issued from a manual VAT receipt book issued by the Department of VAT; or  

2) A fiscal receipt issued from an Accounting system approved by the Department of VAT.  

 

What happens if what is being claimed has been purchased from abroad? 

In such a cases a receipt should also be provided, however this does not necessary have to be 

a fiscal receipt since the foreign company might be subject to different tax rules than those 

present in Malta. 

An acceptable alternative to a receipt as proof of payment in such a case, can also be a 

transfer of funds advice from a bank, including one issued from an internet banking system, 

showing clearly the amount paid, to whom the amount has been paid and from where the 

amount has been paid.  

If the bank account from where the funds have been issued does not belong to the claimant 

entity, a written confirmation by the paying entity should also be attached. This should state 



 
that the payment was done on behalf of the claimant entity after receipt of funds were 

transferred by the claimant entity to the paying entity. 

 

What document is needed in order to claim expenses for flights? 

If flights were booked online the E-Ticket can be used to claim the flights. If flights were 

bought from a travel agent, a tax invoice and a receipt by the travel agent are needed. If the 

information contained on the e-ticket/invoice are not enough to identify the person 

travelling, than the boarding pass must also be presented in support of the claim. 

 

Additional documentation 

All documentation required by the specific schemes shall also be presented with the 

respective claim. 

 

 


